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About This Game

Hairy Little Buggers is a Simulation-Management game about cheeky Dwarves. Protect your dwarves as they dig tunnels, craft
tools & fight battles. Watch as they build workshops & bedrooms, farms & great halls! Train your warriors & protect against

goblins!

Features

Survive barren deserts, frozen wastelands and ashen plains!

Manage your dwarves physical AND emotional needs!

Build your way from stone blocks to shining steel!

8+ hours of gameplay!

Bad puns, rude jokes and cheeky humour!

Do you like simulation management games and enjoy laughing at poop jokes? Then do I have the game for you!
Picture dwarf fortress, but if it was made by a team that was drunk half the time.

Welcome to the world of Hairy Little Buggers!
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hairy little buggers

you need good internet but still good game you should get it.. Very good game try it... All of the enemy models have the same
generic 'rarrrr!' sound effect & either only the first enemy has any patrol path programmed or the only reason it attack me
through the closed door is because it is positioned so close to the door that I was within its hitbox OR none of the enemy models
have any patrol path programmed at all, they all just stand in place and do their limited animation over and over; all our
GameGuru friends are here, weird alien with arms up over the shoulders withs their elbows flopping down and either vibrating
because the animation is too fast or because they are colliding with the terrain, grey alien who has Hellraiser syndrome, black
alien\/insect thing with scythes coming out the back and they are mostly facing away from the linear path and because they have
no movement programmed they won't turn to face you.

I was convinced that the game had somehow spawned me at the end and I was going through the path backwards because so few
of the enemy models were facing me...this is really stunningly low effort, there have been some really shoddy GameGuru
releases in the past but it has definitely gotten worse, this isn't even funny in its lack of gameplay like Lost Base Escape or
confusing in what seemed like its attempt to have gameplay like Slingshot People.. This game has a lot of cyburpunk content in
itself yet you'll feel these contents left unhandled as we reach the end of the game. The game asserts itself in a more sentimental
way and it makes you make ethical questions about life. I can reccomend this if you're looking for a calming adventure game
with good music like "To The Moon" and etc.. I find it hard to decide whether to recommend this game or not, honestly. I
picked it up when it was on sale for $5 because I saw it on Extra Credits. I figured it was a math game, and I like math, so it
should be a fun little diversion. It was, but that's where the problem comes in. I beat the game in less than an hour.

In terms of mechanics The Counting Kingdom is quite sound-everything works together, complexity and difficulty are added in
nicely as the game progresses. It all feels a bit same-y though. The difficulty I also found to be a bit low until the wizard was
introduced: then it had the wrong kind of difficulty, and I lost 2 towers on the final level (the only tower losses I took through
the entire game) due to the wizard hitting a doubling tile and not drawing any ways to make 30.

I wish you could cast spells greater than 30. That would have added a lot.

The game could have stood to be a bit longer, but I'm sure I'll get further playtime out of it with speedrun attempts.

Even after writing the above I'm still not sure whether to recommend: it was a fun hour, but it's hard to suggest $5, let alone 10
for an hour of gameplay. I'd suggest picking this game up if you see it 75% off or more, but I can't justify recommending it for
much less than that in its current state.. Since the only other negative review has no information at all I thought I'd write one. As
others have said it is a platformer comparable to Mario 64 and other n64 games. The game has potential but it's still very clunky
and buggy, even though it is no longer in early access. Sometimes your character won't respond, sometimes irrelevant messages
will pop up for no reason, and earlier my gnome was surfing upside down before he decided to take a swim on the land.

Apart from that, the combat is just not very interesting. You can swing your sword and sometimes you'll spin around but other
then that not much happens. You can also throw stones but they are very short range, about the length of a gnome.

Other people are really excited about the music, for me it was hit and miss. Some good songs, some bad ones. The story seems
pretty boring but I guess that's no big deal since people don't play platformers for the story.

Things I did like:
Some creative ways to make the levels interesting.
Difficulty should be good for most people. Not too hard, not too easy.

I don't recommend the game but as I said the game has potential. I wouldn't buy the game now but you can always check back in
a few months and see if the bugs are fixed.

13-12-16 update:

Most of the bugs I mentioned earlier have been fixed by now but there are still some other ones, including one where I had to
redo a level because I couldn't get a key. There are new attacks and weapons that can make the combat more fun but you don't
really need to use them. I was still able to kill everything by spamming regular attacks and even the bosses died rather quickly.
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For this reason I still can't recommend it.

Note that I haven't tried the VR or the multiplayer so this review doesn't apply that.. Lamp Lighting Simulator 2018. 10/10
would play again.. I absolutely adore this game and anyone who's curious about this game should play it with as little spoiling
going in as possible.. Why I can not find Hurk?????
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Hi All,

I've played this game for over an hour, and it's great! This is bascially a 3D real time puzzle game with themes, levels,
leaderboards, achievements and 3D visuals.

I chose to play in the star system theme (one of a few), and each level brought me to a different planet on the way to the Sun.
Each level of each theme can unlock a story card about it (for instance, a description of Neptune), which I thought was pretty
cool. There are also enough achievements for the achievers out there to keep you playing for countless hours.

There is a great many ways that you can customize both the pit size (where you put the pieces) and pieces types (basic or more
advanced). You can pick different themes, like solar system, or forest and others. Each level gets you closer to your end goal,
the last level, in which I'm pretty sure you won't survive very long in! You can also customize different effects and graphical
settings.

The gameplay keeps things interesting, where you can rotate the pit itself for whichever angle you want. Clearing out the entire
pit gives bonus points of course. Each level is timed, and you have to survive long enough if you want to make it to the next
level. You need a set of great reflexes and spacial imagination to progress further into the next levels.

The game runs on my machine (2011 purchased, HD RADEON 6870) on max settings without a crash or issues.

Recommended!. M.P. not working. Read many complaints regarding M.P. so I'm not the only one with this problem. Milestone,
you seem to get worse every year.. The first thing to say about this visual novel, is that it has warts. The default text is
continuous even though there is no\t way to back up and read text that you have advanced to. The combat is a slot machine, which
I personally find asinine. The advancement of text is unreliable.

  With all of these faults, why do I recommend this visual novel? Because the storyline is so engrossing that I had to play until I
finished. That's right, I played this novel for over five hours straight.

  This visual novel has a lot of room for improvement, but I hope that Highcliffe Media Publishing works the bugs out of this novel
(and makes the finished product free to those of us who bought it). I will say that Dead But Alive! Southern England should be
cinsidered an unfinished product now, because of its flaws. I will say that buying it now is worth the products shortcomings, and I
hope that the developers will finish it with an upgrade at no charge to the present customers.. If I can quote the verse of a song that
expresses how I feel about this game, it would be:

"Once bitten and twice shy,
I keep my distance, but you still catch my eye.
Tell me baby, do you recognize me?
Well, it's been FIVE YEARS, it doesn't surprise me."

Granado Espada has taken a part of my life once. Not just that, my wallet as well. But in the end, it doesn't even matter. (Get it?)

I loved this game as an MMORPG, and ***DESPITE THE PAY2WIN (Yes, you were warned):
- BOOBS & BOOTIES!
- If you are looking for some nice grinding, give this game a try.
- The Classes, Skills and Stances are brilliant and satisfying to watch.
- I have never played any other game that does Multi-Character Controls like this game.
- Recruitable NPCs. Granado Espada would have just wilted a long time ago if not for this reason.
- MOST OF ALL, the MUSIC is one of the best parts of the game. Though the way they are set and played now is awful.

Bitter parts of the game:
- Pay2Win, of course.
- Distant and seperated community.
- Pay2Win, again.

Overall, it's fun if you know where to look and how to properly proceed in this game. Leveling up and doing raids with your
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FRIENDS, PvP is intense if you can handle yourself.

All brought down by the sheer fact that to get anywhere and be great in the realms of Granado Espada, you will have to choose to
sacrifice between 'thousands of hours getting cash items' and 'the thinning of your wallet'.. This DLC is even better than the game
itself, I'd say. As others have mentioned, you have much more freedom and can choose how you wanna get past enemies from a lot
more options. Very satisfying, and the 0.99 EUR I paid for it (sale) feels like a steal. I finished the game in about 5hrs. I enjoyed
the puzzles and the atmosphere a lot. Trying to find solutions in my mind as opposed to using trial and error made it feel like a
really nice workout for the brain.. Meh. It's an infinite runner game with some variation game modes. I didn't really like it.. better
than 75% of free to play games on steam. Solid indie shoot-em'up filled with anthros. Bright, colorful, and has an amazing
soundtrack to go with it. Perfectly priced while on sale, which is $6.99 at the moment. If more content was to end up being added,
then the original $9.99 would be worth it.. Besides the fact that the game has poor map designs and technical issues, it is still
charming and fun.
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